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 Wild People, Wild Places Comes to Waitsfield’s Three Mountain Cafe
Photographic Exhibit Promotes Human-Powered Adventure, Wild Places

Waitsfield, VT– Moretown, VT based photographers Brian Mohr and
Emily Johnson, regular contributors to the outdoor media - including
Vermont Life, Skiing and Backcountry magazines – bring their exhibit,
Wild People, Wild Places, to the Three Mountain Cafe in Waitsfield, VT
this November and December, 2009. The exhibit includes nearly thirty
color and black & white images captured by the couple while adventuring
on foot, skis, by bicycle and canoe - close to home here in Vermont and as
far away as the southern Andes or the high Arctic.

“It is our hope that our images inspire others to enjoy and to help protect
our state’s and our planet’s most amazing places,” says Mohr. “Reducing
our energy and material consumption, buying locally, and supporting land
and water conservation projects are just a few of the things we can do to
ensure that our great, great grandkids can enjoy the kind of outdoor
experiences we are lucky enough to have today.”

Adorning the main seating area of the café, the exhibit is free and open to
the public during the café’s normal business hours: Monday through
Friday 7am – 5pm, and on Saturdays and Sundays 7am – 2pm. All

photographs are for sale, and can be purchased at the café or through the photographers directly. The sales of
any prints will help to support Mohr and Johnson’s ongoing wildlands conservation work with organizations in
the Northeast, the Arctic and the southern Andes.

Brian Mohr and Emily Johnson are co-owners of Ember Photography. They specialize in capturing striking
outdoor images for a variety of editorial, non-profit and commercial clients, while taking on numerous wedding,
portrait and fine-art shoots.  This latest exhibit is part of the ever-evolving Wild People, Wild Places project –
a series of fine art exhibits and multi-media slideshows launched in 2005 – dedicated to the enjoyment and
protection of wild places.  Their next show, Wild People, Wild Places – WINTER, will open at the Artisan’s
Gallery in Waitsfield on Saturday, Dec. 12, 2009. For more information, go to www.emberphoto.com.
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